The Competitive Anxiety (Cognitive, Somatic, Affective, and Motoric) among Martial Art Athletes
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Abstract. The comparison of anxiety profiles on martial arts remains an interesting object to be examined. The present study is to compare the competitive anxiety characteristics between martial art athletes. Survey design was used in this study, this was to determined anxiety condition of Student Sports Training and Education Center (PPLOP) in Central Java Province. A total of 59 athletes from seven various of martial art of Central Java athletes (fencing, wrestling, karate, pencak silat, taekwondo and judo) composed the sample. The instrument used was the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS). The result reported that Judo has the highest mean on cognitive anxiety (11.20) and motoric anxiety (34.20). Thus, pencak silat has the highest mean score on affective anxiety (11.40). Boxing has lowest mean score on cognitive anxiety (9.33), somatic anxiety (17.83), and motoric anxiety (28.83). One could observe based on the results found, that athletes on each martial art are constantly distinguished.
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1 Introduction

The interaction between technical, tactical, physical and mental is a factor that influences the athletes appearance [1–3]. The study in the sports psychology show that there are personality diversity between swimmers, wrestlers, basketball athletes, baseball athletes, and footballer [4]. Other study found on soccer, wrestling, gymnastics and karate shows that the personality characteristics of the athletes are different [5]. According to Williams & Reilly [6] based on the results of the research on football there are some psychological characteristics such as high confidence, control of the level of arousal, focus on high tasks and the capacity to perform fully spirit that need to be known by young athletes. While sports psychology studies specifically on martial arts have been reviewed in previous studies [7,8], the advantages of martial training reviews [7,9] and reviews of psychological effect for mid age martial training [10]. Along with this, [11] found that karate athletes scored significantly higher on achievement, conscientiousness, visualization, intuition, goal setting, managing pressure, self-efficacy, fear of failure, flow, emotion, self-talk, self-awareness, ethics, empathy, relationship and impression management. Pencak silat athletes scored significantly higher on adaptability, stress management, power and aggressiveness. Taekwondo has highest average only on competitiveness variable.
The literature review shows that the aspects psychology have differences in each individual in performance. Grossarth-Maticek et al. [12] reported psychological factors related to success in soccer and boxing athletes. Mahoney et al. [13] illustrated The ideal profile constructed by the sport psychologists generally paralleled the skill differences encountered, although the elite athletes did not report selected amplitudes in the profile. Furthermore, Bäckmand H et al. [14] found that athletes who had participated in power/combats sports and team sports were more extroverted, more satisfied with their lives than were the referents. It is concluded that former athletes differ from nonathletes in some personality characteristics and depression. Zinsser et al. [15] concluded that optimism is important for martial art athletes because it will have an impact on improving fighting power, concentration, and focus on attention.

The obvious factor that really affects the ability of athletes is psychological factors. One of the aspect is anxiety. Many studies examined the impress of anxiety in sport performance [16, 17, 19]. Usually, anxiety reported when performer were not confident in dealing with stress inducing competition situation [19] and and possibly affect various types of sports [20].

Anxiety usually occurs in athletes were called competitive anxiety. Competitive anxiety is a specific negative response in personal emotion to competitive stressor (Fletcher, et al., 2009). Research in the link of competitive anxiety and performance was based on the inverted-U hypothesis. Basic opinion or hypothesis put curvilinear connectivity between performance and arousal [1,22].

There are different point of views about anxiety; the state anxiety and trait anxiety were made by Spielberger [23,24], and the second is the somatic anxiety and cognitive anxiety conveyed by Martens, et al.[27]. Trait anxiety refers to anxiety in the aspect of personality. He said when anxious, athletes experienced the physiological changes associated with high stress, including rised heart rate and blood pressure, ‘butterflies’ in the stomach, faster breathing and flushed face. Anxiety increases heart rate and blood pressure. Increases metabolism and increased oxygen consumption. The dimensions of competitive anxiety tend influenced by sex, type of sport and level of ability. Concerning sex, female athletes are more prone to feel more anxious compared with male athletes [1].

The comparison of competitive anxiety profiles on martial arts remains an interesting object to be examined; but must take into account the methodological view and validity. Needs to be added to the number of athletes, not just to one group of athletes but in the sub-group who need limits in the study. In this context, the present study is to compare the competitive anxiety characteristics between Martial art athletes (Karate, Pencak Silat, Taekwondo, Wrestler, Boxing, Fencing and Judo), verify similarities and differences between groups.

2 Methods

Survey design was used in this study with ex post facto research design. This was to determined anxiety condition of Student Sports Training and Education Center (PPLOP) in Central Java Province. A total of 59 athletes (women, n=32 and men, n=27) from seven various of martial art provincial athletes of Central Java (fencing, wrestling, karate, pencak silat, taekwondo and judo) composed the sample. All individuals were informed about the objectives of the research and that data would only be used for research purposes and generally analyzed, and they signed a consent form to participate in this study. Samples obtained from
athletes who are at the Central Training Center for Student Sport (PPLOP) of Central Java province.

The instrument used was the reviewed Indonesian version of the Sport Anxiety Scale (SAS) by Smith, et al, (1990). that containing 22 questions with 4 indicators; somatic (items: 1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20), cognitive (items: 3, 7, 12), motoric (items: 2, 5, 6, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22), and afective (items: 8, 11, 14). The final score from 22 to 88 for all score of SAS, with 22 indicating low anxiety and 88 indicating high anxiety. For each item, athletes indicated how they uniquely felt based on 4-point Likert scale, ranging from not at all (1) to very much (4).

The data was taken during Nasional Competition of PPLOP or multi events competition, and specific competition of sports. Test conducted ±30 minutes before the competition match begin.

For the analysis of the competitive anxiety between martial art athletes, the descriptive analysis was initially used (average and standard deviation) for the behavior of each variable to be studied. Later, after making sure the normality of data using Kolmogrov-Smirnov test. Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA), at the significance level of 0.05 was used in order to determine the differences between study groups.

### 3 Results and discussions

In this study, we examined comparisons were made between various martial arts sports in anxiety items (cognitive, somatic, afective and motoric) using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA). Comparisons were made between indicators of competitive anxiety and between type of martial arts sports.

#### 3.1 Socio-demographic characteristics

The socio-demographic sample is shown in Table 1, ie: the total number of samples of 59 athletes (female, n=32 and male, n=27) from seven (7) martial art provincial athletes of Central Java, 10 pencak silat athletes (m=4, f=6), 5 judo athletes (m=2, f=3), 10 wrestling athletes (m=7, f=3), 6 boxing (m=1, f=5), 9 karate (m=4, f=5), 12 taekwondo (m=6, f=6), and 7 fencing athletes (m=3, f=4). The mean of age for all samples were 16.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Pencak silat</th>
<th>Judo</th>
<th>Wrestling</th>
<th>Boxing</th>
<th>Karate</th>
<th>Taekwondo</th>
<th>Fencing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (Total)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (Male)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (Female)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean)</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Comparison of competitive anxiety among martial art athletes

The result of comparison of groups shoulns in table 2., there are have differences among martial art sports on cognitive anxiety variable (sig.= 0.024 < 0.05), and no defferences reported for afective anxiety, somatic anxiety and motoric anxiety (sig.= 0.066; 0.145; 0.237 > 0.05). Judo has the highest mean on cognitive anxiety (11.20) and motoric anxiety (34.20). Thus,
Pencak silat has the highest mean score on affective anxiety (11.40). Boxing has the lowest mean score among other types of sports on cognitive anxiety (9.33), somatic anxiety (17.83), and motoric anxiety (28.83).

Table 2. The study of mean difference among research groups in the competitive anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Pencak Silat</th>
<th>Judo</th>
<th>Wrestling</th>
<th>Boxing</th>
<th>Karate</th>
<th>Taekwondo</th>
<th>Fencing</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>S.D</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>S.D</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>S.D</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>S.D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Cognitve</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>3.026</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>2.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>1.265</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>2.877</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somatic</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>2.981</td>
<td>19.40</td>
<td>1.949</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>5.043</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>2.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motoric</td>
<td>31.20</td>
<td>4.077</td>
<td>34.20</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>8.595</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>3.920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, Karate have the top mean score on somatic anxiety (21.33), fencing has the lowest score on affective anxiety (9.43). While for taekwondo and wrestling are in between other martial arts sports, because the all score mean is among other martial arts sports. With the result if it is sorted from top to bottom, then the sport has the highest to lowest anxiety level in a row is judo, karate, pencak silat, taekwondo, fencing, wrestling, and boxing.

There are various factors that cause athletes to appear anxiety, especially feelings of anxiety, anxiety because of fear of failure in the match, fear of injury or injury to the opponent, and fear of not being able to compete properly is a separate burden and can be a stressor that can cause anxiety if the athlete cannot overcome it [27]. In line with Drost (2014) reported that the most dominant element causing anxiety is the cognitive element, namely negative worries and thoughts that the process and outcome of a match can threaten the athlete's position. Besides stress is cumulative then the occurrence of anxiety in athletes can also be caused by factors outside individual athletes such as pressure from the audience, family environment and the coach [28].

High anxiety getting flogged will cause an athlete to fail to show his appearance well. On the field athletes are reluctant to take risks to make certain movements. Even this anxiety will lead to feelings of trauma and even depression makes it less achievement. Psychological interventions that can be used to overcome this are counseling, relaxation and stress management [29]. A good psychological condition is really needed by an athlete, because by having a good psychological condition most likely an athlete will have psychological rigidity in every competition or championship. As an illustration, an athlete can be anxious when competing with a large audience. The audience's apparent effect on an athlete is generally in the form of a decline in mental state, so that it cannot perfectly display its best performance [30,31].

Kusuma & Mulyono (2019) reported [11] that karate athletes significantly higher on achievement, conscientiousness, visualization, intuition, goal setting, managing pressure, self-efficacy, fear of failure, flow, emotion, self-talk, self-awareness, ethics, empathy, relationship and impression management. Pencaksilat athletes scored significantly higher on adaptability, stress management, power and aggressiveness. Taekwondo has the highest average only on competitiveness variable.
4 Conclusion

The objective of the present study was to compare competitive anxiety between martial art athletes in karate, pencak silat, taekwondo, fencing, boxing, and judo, also presented results that contrasted with findings of studies previously performed. Then, sorted from top to bottom, the sport has the highest to lowest anxiety level in a row is judo, karate, pencak silat, taekwondo, fencing, wrestling, and boxing. However, it became clear that athletes are significantly distinguished in most psychological variables studied. One could observe based on the results found, that athletes on each martial art are constantly distinguished. This verification indicates consistence of the data collected and points to a possible generalization of differences between individuals from both groups; fact that deserves further investigations.
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